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About This Content
Fureraba Complete Soundtrack
Disc 1:
quantum jump (opening theme)
Theme of Himari ver.Friend
Theme of Rina ver.Friend
Theme of Yuzuyu ver.Friend
Theme of Misaki ver.Friend
Kyou mo Kyou tote
Orenji Iro no Sora
Hoshizora no Matataki
Souzoushii Hibi
council of war
battle!
devote all one's energy
Dou Iu Koto?
FRIEND TO LOVER
quantum jump ver.inst.
Disc 2:
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Koi, Hajimeyou!
Theme of Himari ver.Lover
Theme of Rina ver.Lover
Theme of Yuzuyu ver.Lover
Theme of Misaki ver.Lover
Saigo ni Nagai Kiss wo
Kotoba Yori Taisetsu na Koto
Ukiuki Kibun de
LOVER TO...
Mirai wo Egaite
Futari no Album
Futari no Album ver.inst.
Unused Track 01
Unused Track 02
Unused Track 03
Unused Track 04
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Publisher:
NekoNyan Ltd.
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i keep forgetting the rules. While not my favourite of the GameHouse roster, I did enjoy playing Pet Rescue 101. The gameplay
was significantly slower than the Allison Heart games, so there were a few times I felt impatient with the "customer thinking"
phase. After playing games requiring more strategic thinking on a time limit, Pet Rescue wasn't as challenging. As usual, I liked
the overall story but found most of the characters to be stereotype cutouts and not very appealing. Amy, especially, didn't have a
lot of substance and I'm disappointed there wasn't much more to her character other than surface dialogue.
I am still giving it a recommendation to play, however, if you enjoy the GameHouse style of task management.. Well, it's
relatively short, but I really enjoyed it. I appreciate that of all the "Hero Quest clones" I've played in the last year or so, this one
seems to have incorporated the most new, fresh ideas. I especially liked the Dark Monk, even though he seemed slightly
overpowered. That's probably why though, lol.
The main thing I didn't like is that you only get 3 heroes for most maps, and you only get to use 4 once in the whole game! I
would strongly have preferred to use 4 on most maps.. its hard if you like a challenge len get this!
. Fabulous game in my opinion, would play it again! :) It got a little frustrating at times if there was something you missed and
got stuck (I don't like to cheat and use walkthroughs) but that's the same with most games of the genre hey?
I like the fact each interactive item had a few different dialogues when clicked, I think I spent quite some time going through
them all on everything! (though each one is voiced not just text, so for some I suppose it could become annoying, however a
simple click skips his speech).
If you like a bit of an adventure, collecting items and putting them together for a purpose, a bit of voodoo lol, or just the fact the
game is based on pirates, I recommend this game to you!. This worked perfectly fine for around two weeks and then
mysteriously disappeared from the game altogether, it's robbery
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This game has a very very dark plot its the story of a mutant car traveling through time giving sexual backrubs to dinosaurs I rate
1/10 for kids and 10/10 for adults. Great idea. the game is fun but it has a big problem about control even just simple move like
forward backward it still hard. i refunded hope it better im sure im gonna buy it again when the game is ready to play. i LOVED
this game back in the days - couldnt make it to the end because of the well known bug in the queens hive. Watched the ending in
2016 and its glorious.
Thank you for this game, its one of my nicest childhood memories.. It is decent and charming but I experience frame rate
dropping when my character is outdoor. Please fix and update more.. I've enjoyed the game so far, not yet finished - there is a
lot to do and explore. I am constantly going back to previous areas to gather items for new recipes, but travel is rather easy with
the travel tubes. Boxes next to travel tubes are great, though I wish there was a way of knowing what I stored where as just going
by memory is hard! Combat can be tough but I've got the hang of it now! It is very satisfying going back with new weapons and
defeating those impossible foes from a few quests ago! Die evil smoke ghost, die! :D Give it a try, it is worth the asking price.
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